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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper deals with a study of magneto-thermoelastic surface waves in a micropolar, 
elastic isotropic, homogeneous, and centro-symmetric med ium in the presence of a constant magnetic 
field. The  general frequency equation is derived. As special cases of this analysis, we derive the 
velocities of the Rayleigh waves, and Love waves in various configurations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Considerable attention has been given to problems of wave propagation in a micropolar elastic 
medium in various configurations by several authors including Eringen [1-3], Nowacki [4-8], De 
and Sengupta [9], and Das and Sengupta [10,11]. Most of these works deal with the displacement 
vector u(xi, t) and rotation vector w(xi, t) produced by the action across any infinitesimal surface 
element in a mircopolar elastic medium. Further, two asymmetric tensors ~/ij, known as the 
deformation tensor, and xij, called the curvature twist tensor, describe the state of deformation of 
a solid body whether the state of stress is characterized by the asymmetric force stress tensor aj~, 
and/or the couple stress tensor, #j~. In particular, Nowacki [8] generalized the problem of surface 
waves in a micropolar elastic medium in two special configurations: 
(i) displacement vector is u = (ul, 0, u3) and the rotation vector w = (0, w2, 0), and 
(ii) the displacement is u = (0, u2, 0) and the rotation w = (wl, 0, w2). 
In spite of these works, more work is needed for an understanding of the problems of waves and 
vibrations in magneto-thermoelastic medium. So the main purpose of this paper is to consider 
such problems in the presence of a constant magnetic field. Special attention will be given to the 
velocities of various waves generated in the medium. 
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2. FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONS 
AND EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The relations between the state of stress and the state of strain are linear and are given by 
Nowacki [8] as 
aji = (# + a)"fji -b (# - a)Tij + (A"fkk - vO)6ij, (2.1) 
#ji = ('7 + e) Xji + (7 - e)Xij + DX~k 6ij, (2.2) 
where 
Vi i  : U i , j  --  ekj iO3k and Xji = wi,j, (2.3a,b) 
A, #, a, /~, 7, and e are material constants, ekji denotes the unit antisymmetric tensor, u = 
(3A + 2#)at, at is the coefficient of linear expansion of solid, i , j ,  k = 1,2,3, and the tensorial 
index notation in the rectangular coordinate system Oxlx2xs is used. 
Following Nowacki [8], the basic equations of motion for a micropolar elastic medium under 
the constant primary magnetic field with no body forces and body couples can be written as 
(# + a)V2u + (A + # - a)grad divw + 2arotw + (#o/c)(J x H) = pii, 
(2.4) 
(~ + e)V 2~ + (~ + 7 - e)grad d iv~ - 4aw + 2arotu = J~J, 
where p is material density, J is rotational inertia, #0 is magnetic permeability factor, j current 
density vector, c is the velocity of light, and dots denote the derivatives with respect o time t. 
3. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
We consider two micropolar elastic solid media M and M'  which are either welded in contact 
or sufficiently rough to prevent any sliding on the common surface of separation, which is a plane 
horizontal boundary extended to infinitely great distance from the origin O. Both the media are 
subjected to a constant strong primary magnetic field H and thermal field 0. It is assumed that 
prior to the existence of any disturbance both the media are everywhere at the constant absolute 
temperature To. The medium M'  is above the medium M, the origin 0 being any point on the 
plane horizontal boundary and Ox3 pointing normally into the medium M. 
If we assume that (i) the disturbance is largely confined to the neighborhood of the boundary 
and (ii) at any instant all particles in any line parallel to the x~-axis have the same displacements, 
then assumption (i) asserts that the wave is a surface wave and (ii) admits that all partial 
derivatives with respect o the x2-axis are zero (see [12]). 
The displacement components Ul, u3 and the rotation components Wl and w3 can be expressed 
in terms of displacement potentials ¢ and ¢ as 
Ul : 01~b @ 03~/); U3 : 93¢ -- 01~/); 031 = D1F q- 03X; 033 = 03/' -- OlX. (3.1a-d) 
In a micropolar elastic medium under the influence of the specified magnetic and thermal fields 
as stated in Section 2 with no body forces and body couples, the equations of motions [4,8] for 
the first system (i) u = (Ul,0, u3), and w = (0,w2,0) are given by 
(M+a)V2u l+(A+#-a+a2p)  Ole - 2ab3w2+agpOz(O3ul-Olua)-uOtO = Pfit, (3.2) 
(p -~- a )V2u3 -[- (A Ji- ~ -- a )03e -b 2ablw2 --/./(:930 = Pu3, (3.3) 
(7-1t-e)V2w2-4aw2-b2a(03Ul -- 01 3) ---- Jw2. (3.4) 
To determine 0, Fourier's law of heat conduction is used in the form 
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For the second system u = (0, u2, 0) and w = (Wl, 0, w3) , equations of motions are given by 
(u + ~)V2u2 + 2~(0~0)1 - 010)3) + ~pO32u2 = ~,  (3.6) 
(7 + e)V20)l - 4a0)1 + (/3 + 7 - e)01e - 2a 03u2 = J(bl, (3.7) 
('1 ~- e)V20)3 -- 4a0)3 + (/3 + '1 -- e)03e + 2a 01u2 = J553, (3.8) 
where 
V 2 = 02 ~- 032, e = 01Ul -~ 03u3, e = 010)1 ~- 030)3, (3.9) 
0 denotes the temperature increment measured from the reference state To, k is thermal con- 
ductivity, and cc is specific heat at constant strain, ao 2 = #oH2/4~rp, so denotes the Al~en wave 
velocity. Substituting (3.1a-d) in system of equations (3.2)-(3.5) and (3.6)-(3.9), respectively, 
we get 
1+ c~/  - c~Ot---~ ¢-qo=o,  (3.10) 
1 + ~ / ~ ~]  ¢ - p0)2 = o, (3.11) 
1 
1 0 (V  2 c2 O)0 - r~ (V2¢)=0,  (3.13) 
and 
1 
V 2 - u~ - ---~c 2 X -- su2 -- 0, (3.15) 
(V  2 -1~ Ot 202 + - -~x~)  U2 + pV2x 02 (3.16) 
where 
V2¢ = e, V2X = 03ul - 01u3, V2F = e, V2X = 030)1 - 010)3, 
C 2 
p ' p ' j J , 
k 4a 4a 2o~ (3,17) 
e l=- ,  ~'~- ~ i=- -  p-  
pce (2"y +/3)'  ("1 + e)' ( ,  + a) '  
u Toy 2a 
q---- (A+2~) '  r=- - ,  S -  ("1 + ~). 
Eliminating ¢ and 0 from (3.10) and (3.13) and X and w2 from (3.11) and (3.12), we get, 
respectively, 
C~'~ V 2 102  1 
[{ (  OL2"~V2 1 02}(  1 02)  ] 
1+ d)  d&2 v2-~'~- c~Ot---~ +;2v2 (¢'0)~)=° (3.1o) 
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Eliminating X and u2 from (3.15) and (3.16), we obtain 
d + d d + dv  ix, u2) -- o, (3.20) 
where 
~2=q. r  and ~2=p.s. (3.21) 
We seek solutions of differential equations (3.14), (3.18), (3.19), and (3.20) in the following form: 
(¢,8, ¢,w2, F, X, u2) 
----- [¢(Xs) ,8(xs) ,¢(xs) ,~2(xs) ,F(Xs) ,~'(xs) ,~2(xs)]  exp{i~C(Xl - ct)}. (3.22) 
Substituting the values of ¢, 0, ¢, w2, F, X, u2 from (3.22) in (3.14), (3.19), and (3.20), 
respectively, and assuming that ¢, 8, ¢, w2, F, X, u2 tend to zero as X3 ~ co, we get the 
solution in the medium M as 
¢ = [Ae -i~A'x3 + Be -'~A2xs] exp[i~(xl - ct)], 
O = [o~lAe -'~a'x3 + a2Be -i~a2xs] exp[i~(xl - ct)], (3.23) 
¢ = [Ce -'~A'xs + De -'*A'xs] exp[/~(xx - ct)] ,  
w2 = [asCe -'~)''', + aaDe -'~A'x'] exp[i~(xl - ct)], 
X = [ Ee-iCAazs + Fe-'~x'=3] exp[i~(xl - ct)], (3.24) 
u2 = [asEe -'~'8x3 + a6Fe -i~A'xs] exp[i¢(xl - ct)], (3.25) 
F = Gexp [i~{(Xl - ct) - ATx3}]. 
In the medium M' ,  the solutions are given by 
t * t t " ' Be *~Au:s] ¢ = [A e *eA'~s + _ exp[i~(xl ct)], 
] 
/ • ! 
O = [a~A e *¢xxxs ,_~,,,i¢,~=8] + a~-- ~ j exp[i~(x, - ct)], 
(3.26) 
¢ = [C'e '(z~x' + D'e '(A;xs] exp[/((xl - ct)], 
[,.,/~,,~iCx'sxn ± a' D' e ~:~'~'] o~ = L=3-  ~ 7- 4 j exp[ i~(x~ - c t ) ] ,  
X = [E e '~x'x' + . exp [if(x1 - ct)], 
u~ = L=S,.  ~ + =~.- ~ j exp l~(z~ - c t ) ] ,  
F = G~e ~[(=t-cO+A~zn], 
where primes denote the properties for the medium M' ,  i.e., a, /~, 7, e, ~, . . . ,  etc. in the 
medium M are replaced by a', /~', 7', d, ~' , . . . ,  etc. in the medium M' ,  and 
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2 2 c~ ao2 ( _1+ ~42) + 
~'~4= 2(d+~) ¢~ +¢~ +d 
~/{ ~-~2 "~ 2 (1+ { ~, ]  ¢~- ) ]  (3.29) :F Cg + 442 + a°2 (-1 + ¢4~) + -4  ao2'~ (¢~ _ a.a_~'~ ¢2 
~=~(¢~+¢~ + ~I¢~+ ¢~ ( ~'~ [ c~ ~) cl) ¢~]] 4 -4 1+ ~¢~-~ , (3.30) 
c2 u12 1, 
~j  - _ (~ + + 
q Lc~ AJ j ' 
~2 r~ (~ + 1) + ~ -¢~/ (3.31) Ot I ~- - -~  
p Ld 
p(A~ + 1) 
= 2 2 2 ' ~ [-¢32 + A~ + (~o/C~)A~] 
c 2 i c  c 2 v 2 c 2 
¢~ = 1 - c-~1 , ¢~ = -I + ¢d' ¢~ = -1  + c--~2, ¢2 : -1  - -~  + c-~4. 
4. BOUNDARY CONDIT IONS 
To obtain the frequency equation, we consider the following boundary conditions: 
A(i) the displacement components ul, u3, the rotational component w2, temperature and tem- 
perature flux axe continuous on the boundary surface of separation x3 = 0, 
A(ii) the stress components 0"31,~733 and the couple stress component #32 are continuous on 
X 3 ~ 0, 
B(i) the displacement component u2 and the rotation components Wl,W3 axe continuous on 
X3 = O, 
B(ii) the stress component a32 and the couple stress components #31, #33 are continuous on 
X3 = O, 
where 
0-31 = ~[2¢,,3 +¢,33 -W,I~ ] + ~ (v2¢  - 2~2), 
0"33 = 2P[(~,33 --~),13 ] ÷ AV2(~ -- VO, 
/~32 "~- (")' ÷ E)(M2,3, 
0-32 "~- (]~ ÷ O0112,3 ÷ 2a(r,1 ÷X,3  ), (4.1) 
~31 = 712F,13 +X,33 -X,u ] + eV2X, 
~33 -~ (27 +/~)[r,33 --X,13 ] ÷ j3[F,u +X,131, 
commas denote the partial differentiation with respect o space coordinates xi. Substituting 
the values of ¢, 0, X, w2 from the system of equations involving eight unknown constants 
A, B, C, D, A ~, B', C', D'. Eliminating the unknown constants gives the frequency equa- 
tions as 
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1 1 -A3 -A4 -1  -1  -A~ -A~ 
A1 A2 1 1 A~ A~ -1  -1  
i 
0 0 )~3 Or4 0 0 --Ot~ --0~ 
~1 ~2 0 0 -~ -a~ 0 0 
A2 = ~#~1 ~A2~2 0 0 , ,  , =0,  (4.2) ~lal  ~a~ 0 0 
Pl P2 P3 P4 P~ P~ --P~ --P~ 
ql q2 q3 q4 --ql --q2 q3 q4 
0 0 rsAs r4A4 0 0 ' ' ' ' r3A3 r4A4 
where 
' ' 2#A~ -I- A (A~ + 1) -'1- vc~,, p~ = 2#Ai, p~ = 2# Ai, qi = 
q', 2#'A' ,2+A'(A:2+1) ' ' = +va i ,  i=  1,2; j =3,4,  
2aaj , , (4.3) 
7j = (7 + = r;  = (7' + ql = 2 . 'A i .  
Substituting the values of X, u2, and F from system of equations (3.25) and (3.27) in the boundary 
conditions B, we get six simultaneous equations involving six unknown constants E, F, G, E', 
F', G'. Eliminating these unknown constants, we obtain the frequency equation in the form 
A6 -1  A~ A~ 1 
-1  -£7 1 1 -,k~ = O, (4.4) 
A3 = 2b257A b3 2o~ b~ b~ -2a '  
d2 d3 27A7 -d~ -d~ 27'A~ 
27A6 el 2"f A~ 27'A ~ --e~ 
where 
52 = -As[(/z + a)~5 + 2a], b3 = -A6[(p + a)a6 + 2oil, 
d2 = - (7  q- e)A2 q_ (7 - e), d3 -- --(7 q- e)A~ + (7 -- e), 
el ---- (27 + ~)A 2 + f~, el = (27' + if) A'72 + if, (4.5) 
b~ = -~  [(~' + a') a~ + 2a'], b; = -~  [(~' + a') a~ + 2a'], 
d~ = - (7' + e') A'52 + (7' - e'), d~ -- -- (7' + e') At62 + (7' -- e'). 
5. PART ICULAR CASES 
5.1. Rayleigh Waves  
For the existence of Rayleigh-type waves, the plane boundary is to be a free surface so that M' 
is replaced by a vacuum. The prescribed boundary values of the components of force stresses and 
couple stress associated with u~, us, and w2 are a3~, ass, #32. Hence, in this case, we take the 
conditions for the first system 
0"31 -- a33 = P32 ----- 0, on xs = 0, (5.1) 
associated with a thermal boundary condition as 
~,3 +h0 = 0, on x3 = 0; h = constant. (5.2) 
Using (3.23) in (5.1) and (5.2) and eliminating A, B, C, and D, we get the wave velocity equations 
for magneto-thermoelastic Rayleigh waves in micropolar elastic medium as 
P~ P2 P3 P4 
A4 = ql q2 q3 q4 = 0.  (5.3) 
0 0 r3A3 r4A4 
(h - ~)o~ (h - A2)a~ 0 0 
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Similarly, for the second system, the boundary conditions are 
0"32 ---/~31 --/i33 -- 0, on x3 = 0. (5.4) 
Using (3.25) in (5.4), we obtain the wave velocity equation of magneto-thermoelastic Rayleigh 
waves in a micropolar elastic medium for the second system as 
b2 b3 2c~ 
A5 -- d2 d3 -2~7 = 0. (5.5) 
2"yX5 2"~A0 ei 
We use equation (5.3) to consider the following cases. 
(a) For a weak magnetic field, that is, a0 --* 0, we obtain the following results from equations 
(3.28)-(3.31) in the form 
1 i 2 ¢2r2 
~2 ~2 
~=-q(~-¢~) ,  (j:l,2); ~ : -~(~-¢~) ,  (e:3,4). 
(b) If there are no magnetic field and temperature field, that is, u -- 0, and from (3.21), 
T ~ -- 0, then the above results in (5.6) give, as 0 --~ 0, 
~ = ¢12, ~ = 0, 
~ '~=5 #+Q+~ + ¢~+¢~+Y -4 #d-~2] j  j, (5.7) 
~2 
~, =- - (~-¢~) ,  V= 3,4). 
P 
(c) In addition, if the micropolar effects are absent, then a = /~ = u = c = 0 = ~2 and 
hence (5.6) and (5.7) yield the following results: 
~ = ¢~, ~ = o, ~ = ¢~, ~4 = o. (5.8) 
• From (3.4), we find r4 -- 0, and then, by using (5.8) and (3.34), we get from (5.3), 
P2q4 - q2P4  : 0, (5.9) 
where 
P2 ---- 2#¢~, P4 ---- tt (1 - ¢~), q4 ---- 2#¢3, q2 = 2#¢ 2 + A (1 + ¢~). (5.10) 
More explicitly, the use of (5.10) in (5.9) leads to the classical equation for the Rayleigh wave 
velocity in the form 
(2 - c2'~2 ( I -~2~i)  i/2 (1 ~2:) I/2 a~J = 4  - - , (5 . i l )  
where 
P 




5.2. Love Waves  
For the existence of Love waves, we assume that the medium M'  is bounded by two horizontal 
plane surfaces at a finite distance H apart, the upper plane surface being free while the lower 
plane surface forms the medium M which extend beyond finite region (see Figure 1). Here it is 
sufficient o consider the component u2 of the displacement vector u and the components wl, w3 
of rotation vector w. Here the notable fact is that u and u~ in M '  may no longer diminish with 
the distance from the boundary x3 = 0. Thus, for the medium M ~, we assume the full solutions 
as 
! • t 
F = [G"e -~'7x3 + G e ~7x3] exp[i~(xl - ct)], 
! • I 
X = [ E"e-~'x'x3 + E~ei~:"'~xs + F 'e -~6=n + F'e i¢'~'~x3] exp[/~(Xl - ct)], (5.12) 
r~, ~.,,,=-i~'~z3 + a~E,e-i~,'.=3 + a~F,,e-i~),'e=3 T ,.,~,. ,-. j exp[i~(xl - ct)]. ?/2 --~ [ 5 J-J 
In addition to the boundary conditions (B), for general surface waves we have the condition that 
there shall be no stress and couple stress across the free surface x3 -- -H .  Applying the boundary 
conditions and using (5.12) and (3.25), we obtain the wave velocity equation for Love waves in a 
micropolar elastic medium with the influence of temperature and magnetic field by eliminating 
the constants E,  F, G, E' ,  E",  F ~, F" ,  G', G"as  
det[Mjk] = 0, j, k -- 1, 2, 3 . . . ,  (5.13) 
where 
a '  -- MlS, M18 -a~ -- MI~, M21 -- As, M22 = As, Ml l  -- as,  M12 = as, M14 = - 5 = 
M24 = A' M25 A' M2e = A~, M2~ -A~, M23 = M31 = M32 -1, M33 -A~, 
M28 = M29 :- M34 = M35 : M36 = M37 = I ,  M38 : -~ ,  M39 ~-~)~, M41 ~-- b2, 
M42 : b3, M43-~ 2~, M44 = b~, M45 =-b~,  M46--b~, M47- - -b~,  
M48 = M49 - -20/ ,  Msx = d2, M52 = d3, Ms3 = 27A~, M54 = -d~ = Ms6, 
Ms5 = -d~ = M57, Mss = 27; ,  Ms9 = -27~,  MSl  = 27~s, 
Ms2 27A6, Ms3 el, M64 ~ ' 2 ~A ~ = = = 27 A5, /1//65 = - 7 5 ,  
= =-d  = = _s-lb , MTs = 
MT6 = -T-Xb~3, M77 = Tb~3, M'~s = 2a'v -1, M79 -= 2~'v, M84 = S-ld~2, Mss = Sd~2, 
2 'A' S -1 Ms6 = T-ida3, M87 = Td'3, Ms8 =-23/A~v -1, M89 = 27'A~v, M94 = 7 5 , 
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11495 -2"y'A~S, M96 27'A~T -1, M97 -2~/'A~T, M98 -e~v -1 M99 ' = -~ = _~ , ~ - -e lY  , 
MIa = MIs  = M19 = M71 = M~:  = M7z = Ms1 = Ms2 = Msa  = Mgl  = M92 = Mga = 0, 
and 
S = exp( i~A~H),  T = expCi~A~H), and v = exp(i~A~H). 
Moreover, when the upper medium extends to infinity, i.e., H --* ~ ,  we get from (5.13) the 
following equation: 
a5 c~6 0 -a~ -~ 0 
-1  -1  -AT 1 1 -A~ = 0. (5.14) 
b2 b3 2a b~ b~ -2a '  
d2 d3 2~A7 -d~ -d~ 27~A~ 
2~/A5 2~A6 el 2~/'A~ 27'A ~ -e~ 
This is identically the same as (3.35). 
5.3. Stoneley Waves  
In classical theory of elasticity, the generalized form of P~yleigh waves are the Stoneley waves 
which propagate in the vicinity of the interface of two semi-infinite media M and M ~. Thus, 
in a micropolax elastic medium under the influence of temperature and magnetic field, the wave 
velocity equation for Stoneley waves along the common boundary of M and M ~ axe given by the 
equations (3.33) and (3.35). 
6. DISCUSSIONS 
The above analysis reveals that (3.33)-(3.35) represent the wave velocity equations for the 
general surface waves in a micropolax-magneto-thermoelastic medium. These velocities depend 
on the wave-number ~ confirming that waves axe dispersive. Moreover, equations (5.3), (5.5), 
and (5.13) also reveal the fact that the P~yleigh waves are affected by both magnetic and thermal 
fields, whereas the Love waves axe affected only by the magnetic field. The explicit solutions of 
these wave velocity equations cannot be determined by simple analytical methods. However, 
these equations can be solved numerically by a suitable choice of physical parameters involved in 
both media M and M ~. 
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